Handheld Metal Detector
Hand held metal detector MD3003B1

Technical specifications
Unit Dimension: 440(L) X 60(W) X 110(H) mm
Working current: 9v “AA” battery
Alarm terms: sound (vibration) and light alarm simultaneously
Package: 25pcs/carton
Gross Weight for a carton: 16kgs
Carton Dimension: 450(L) X 225(W) X 445(H) mm

Characteristics
z There is a Leathery cover outfits to the metal detector which makes the metal detector be convenient to take.
z There is a on-off which can switch the metal detector from sound alarm to light alarm, or from light alarm to
sound alarm. It fits to work in different environments.
z It can be recharged. It needs 4-6 hours for charging. (the charger and rechargeable battery are ordered additional)
z The alarm terms is sound and light alarm simultaneously, or vibration and light alarm simultaneously. You can
choose the operate terms optionally.
z When the low sensitivity on-off is pressed, the metal detector will only alarm when it finds big metal object
(before you finish the low sensitivity detecting, don’t loose the on-off).

High Sensitivity
38-Pistol : 20cm;

Knife: 15cm;

Blades: 10cm;

Use domain
Security detecting: Prevent taking contraband, such as: knife, gun and so on.
Factory: Prevent the loss of valued objects
Education area: Prevent taking cheat-tool, such as: telephone, electronic dictionary, and so on.
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Handheld Metal Detector
Hand-held metal detector MD200

Technical specifications
Operating frequency: 20 KHz
Unit Weight: 272g (including the battery)
Handle Dimension: 30 X30mm
Unit Dimension: 440(L) X 55(W) X 145(H) mm
Carton Dimension: 460(L) X 305(W) X 582(H) mm
Sensitivity Adjustable: manual
Indicator: BZ, vibration motor
Battery: a 9v battery

Operating Temperature: -5℃to +55℃
Control: Circulation switch (ON, OFF, sound & light alarm or vibration)

Characteristics
z
z
z
z
z
z

It features simple operation, exquisite design, and convenient conservation
Low failure rate, can detect ferrous metal and non-ferrous metal
High sensitivity, can easily detect pin-sized metal articles
Indication of low battery voltage: gives continual sound alarm or vibration
Alarm: sound and light alarm simultaneously, or vibration and light alarm
Adopt cycle-switch to switch sound alarm to hidden vibration alarm respectively

Detecting distance:
DIP14 IC (integrate circuit)
64 pistol

5mm

;

150mm

Use domain
For security use: detecting weapons, such as: knife, gun and so on.
For factory or store use: detect any metal articles on the workers’ body
For examination place: detect forbidden tools, such as: telephone, electronic dictionary and so on.
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Handheld Metal Detector
Hand-held metal detector GC1001

Technical specifications
Dimension: 430(L) X 40(W) X 95(H) mm
Working current: 9v “AA” battery
Alarm: sound and light alarm simultaneously
Weight: 350g
Packing Dimension: 450(L) X 225(W) X 445(H) mm

Characteristics
* It is easy and convenient to operate.
* Handle is skid proof.
* Unidirectional operation-------When the product finds a metal object, the red alert lights on the front and
back faces of the product illuminate.
* Low battery consume---------When the product at the standby mode, the current is 0 A; at the working
mode, the current is 1mA.
*High precision and sensitivity------ It can detect small metal object (about 0.1 kg or smaller)
* Battery Voltage Indication-------The system will keep on detecting the current, when the voltage is lower
than enough, the red alert light will be on, which indicate that you should replace the battery now.
*It will alarm at different tonalities according to different sizes of the metal. You can connect an earphone to
the product when you detect in a noisy environment.

Use Domain:
GC-1001 is a small hand-held metal detector. It is a good choice for guard detecting.
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Handheld Metal Detector
V60 Hand Held Metal Detector

V160 hand held metal detector is a high sensitivity for hand held devices designed specifically
for the detection of magnetic and non-magnetic metal objects. Can be used to check carrying
or hiding in the parcels in weapons, explosives or other small metal objects. The special
shape of the sensing area is designed to make the operation more simple and convenient.
V160 Hand held metal detector with ultra-high sensitivity, can be used to specifically detect
extremely small non-magnetic metal objects.
V160 hand held detector with three forms of sound, light and vibration alarm can be adapted
to check a variety of environments, and long battery life to meet the continuing needs.
V160 Hand held metal detector is the most advanced electronic technology, suitable for all
international safety standards.

Specifications
Sensitivity: low sensitivity, normal sensitivity, high sensitivity and ultra-high sensitivity.
Power: dedicated 7.4V lithium battery, 9V Ni-MH batteries.
Ultra-long standby: about 100 hours long standby time, dedicated lithium up to 500 hours.
Charger: optional
Operating temperature: -20℃ to 65℃
Humidity: 0-95%
Size:350*80*60mm
Gross Weight：200g
Material: Shock, impact resistant ABS plastic

Application:
Gold workshop, Government, Airport, Court, Police, Exhibition, Prison, Military, and etc
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